
 
Calling NSA’s classified material conversion centre 



No answer 

------- 

CSIS’s national headquarters 

Hello, can you hear me? 

Yes 

How are you doing today sir? 

Good, how are you? 

Good! Listen, I was just wondering... I recently lost an email from my daughter and I was trying                  
to call the NSA but all the phone numbers that they provide on their website are false and do not                    
work. I am wondering if you have any contact with them or if you can possibly help me find that                    
email. Because I know they store all the emails and I’m wondering if you can help me track that                   
email down. 

Uh! No. Unfortunately, like... uh, we don’t deal with that actually! So you’re saying that they stole 
your email? 

Yeah! Well, they didn’t steal the email because what happens is the NSA saves all the emails 
and goes through all the emails. 

Yeah! 

There is something about national security apparently but all the numbers on their website are 
false. Maybe you can give me a number of theirs, if you might have one. 

So the phone numbers on their website are false? 

That’s right, yeah! 

No sir, I don’t have a contact number for the NSA. 

Ok! Well thank you in that case. 

No problem. 

Bye 

Ok bye 

------------- 

 



 
CIA’s office of public affairs 



Please leave a message after the tone. 

Hello there. My name is Vladimir Tatlin and I’ve been trying to track down an email that I seem 
to have lost. I’ve contacted the NSA and unfortunately none of their phone numbers seem to be 
working at the moment. I’ve also contacted the CSIS the Canadian Intelligence services and 
they don;t have any contact with the NSA either, so if you could please give me a call back at 
this number at any time. Once again my name is Vladimir Tatlin and I would really like to find 
that email. Thank you and have wonderful day. 


